DOWNTOWN SAN DIEGO PARTNERSHIP CLEAN AND SAFE PROGRAM

A N N U A L R E P O R T FY20
Prepared pursuant to the Property and Business Improvement District
Law of 1994, Streets and Highways Code section 36600 et seq.

DOWNTOWNSANDIEGO.ORG
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The Downtown San Diego Property and Business Improvement District (District) is
a benefit assessment district that began providing services to Downtown properties in
2000. The District’s purpose is to provide improvements and activities which
constitute and create a special benefit to assessed parcels.
The District was formed pursuant to the Property and Business
Improvement District Law of 1994, Streets and Highways Code
section 36600 et. seq. (the 1994 Law).
The District’s approximate boundary encompasses the majority of
downtown San Diego and generally includes parcels situated east of
Pacific Highway, south of Ash Street from Pacific Highway to Front
Street, south of I-5 from Front Street to 10th Avenue, south of Ash Street
from 10th Avenue to Park Boulevard, and south of C Street from Park
Boulevard, west of I-5, and north of Commercial and Harbor Drive.
The purpose of the renewed District is to provide activities
and improvement which constitute and create a special benefit to
assessed parcels. The District will provide maintenance,
beautification, installations, disorder and nuisance abatement,
business attraction and retention, and related administration directly
and only to assessed parcels within its boundaries. All of the services
are above and beyond those provided by local government agencies
and constitute and provide a special benefit to assessed parcels.
The total FY20 assessment will be $9,545,355.30. The program is
anticipating receive an additional revenue sources which includes,
reimbursements from Parks and Rec and Street Median Maintenance,
which total to be $61,074.00. There is a decrease reflected to anticipate
delinquencies of $160,250.47 in addition to our contingency.
Therefore, our FY20 Total Revenue is will $9,466,358.83. Assessment
funding will be supplemented by non-assessment funds of
$294,403.76. The annual service plan budget for FY20 is anticipated to
be valued at $9,760,762.59.
The proposed source of financing is a parcel assessment. The annual
cost to the parcel owner is based on benefit zone, parcel or building
square footage, and linear street front footage. The larger of either
parcel or building size is utilized for parcels in Columbia, Core, Cortez,
East Village, Gaslamp and Marina. The Commercial Enhancement
Program (CEP) includes all parcels with a commercial building of over
50,000 square feet.
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Area
Columbia
Core
Cortez
East Village
Gaslamp
Marina
CEP
1Applied
2Applied

Initial Square
Footage Rate
($/sqft/yr )
$0.05170
$0.05680
$0.08540
$0.10020
$0.28650
$0.09370
$0.0426

Initial Linear
Front footage
Rate ($/lin ft/yr)
$10.6281
$11.9879
$8.8452
$11.2004
$37.3002
$13.2636
Not Assessed.

to the greater of either parcel square footage or building square footage
to building square footage

The renewed District will provide particular and distinct activities and improvements based
on the priorities identified by property owners during property owner meetings, town halls
and forums. These activities and improvements constitute and create a special benefit to
assessed parcels. All of the activities and improvements are above and beyond those
provided by local government agencies, are aimed to constitute and provide special benefits
directly and only to assessed parcels and will not be provided directly to the public-at-large
or to non-assessed parcels inside or adjacent to the District boundaries. The services will
generate some general benefit to the public-at-large and non-assessed parcels within and
adjacent to the District boundaries.
The frequency and level of activities and improvements provided to individual parcels were
determined by property owners within each benefit zone through property owner meetings
held in January 2019. The frequency and level of activities and improvements will vary based
on benefit zone but will be consistent within each benefit zone. Those activities and
improvements indicated as CEP- only will only be provided to CEP assessed parcels.
Activities and improvements provided will include:

The purpose of the maintenance program is to create and maintain a clean, inviting, usable
District for the purpose of conferring special benefit upon the assessed parcels. The distinct
maintenance activities to be provided constitute and generate special benefits to assessed
parcels.
Maintenance crews will regularly patrol and service the District. Maintenance crews will
provide the following enhanced services:
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• Remove debris and litter from sidewalks on a regular basis
• Power wash sidewalks at least monthly to remove accumulated spots and stains
• Remove gum on a regular basis
• Promptly remove graffiti on public property as needed, to eliminate visual
blight and deter additional graffiti
• Clean and maintain medians as needed, including landscaping
maintenance
• Maintenance and repair of enhanced brick, tile, concrete, or other
decorative sidewalk materials in the public right of way
• Management of pet waste receptacles
• Remove stickers and other debris from light poles, and paint light poles as
needed to eliminate visual blight
• Regularly empty, clean, and repair public and District owned garbage cans
• Regularly trim trees to remove low-hanging and dangerous branches and
promote growth and development of these key landscape features
• Maintain the Children’s Park water feature, including inspection of the basin,
vacuuming and sweeping of the basin, removal of debris and maintaining the
chemical balance and water quality
• Maintenance of new physical improvements installed by the District

New physical improvements will be installed throughout the District. Improvement will
include trash cans, trees, outdoor seating in key thorough fares, parklets, pedestrian
plazas, cycling amenities, and Placemaking. Funds may be used on the acquisitions,
construction, and installation or maintenance of these improvements.
Beautification efforts to make the District more useable and attractive will include
installation of planter boxes and hanging baskets, decorative tree lights, neighborhood
banners, and Placemaking signage.

Disorder and nuisance abatement programs will be provided directly to assessed parcels
throughout the District. The goal of the program is to increase usability of assessed parcels
and address issues which discourage property owners, tenants, and customers from
visiting assessed parcels, ultimately constituting and conferring unique, special benefits
upon assessed parcels.
Safety ambassadors will be deployed throughout the District on a regular schedule. The
ambassadors will respond to issues, prevent and address instances of disorder, and
address nuisance behavior that discourages patronage and tenancy on assessed parcels.
Deployment schedules will be periodically evaluated to ensure that parcels’ needs are
being met in the most effective, efficient manner possible. This program is intended to
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confer the special benefits of increased safety, usability, cleanliness, and commerce upon
the assessed parcels within the District.
An integrated outreach team will be utilized to address chronic issues and prevent their
reoccurrence. The purpose of the outreach team is to reduce nuisance behavior and disorder
by addressing the individuals on assessed parcels who engage in nuisance behavior and
create disorder, both of which are detrimental to the parcels’ commercial viability. This is
intended to confer the special benefits of increased safety, usability, cleanliness, and
commerce upon the assessed parcels within the District.

In addition to the standard disorder and nuisance abatement services, the Commercial
Enhancement Program (CEP) parcels will receive further services. These services are unique to
the CEP parcels and are funded by the CEP assessment. This program benefits the parcels
directly due to increased beautification, branding, security, increased attraction of commercial
activity and increased cleanliness. To ensure efficient service provision, a program manager
will assist CEP parcels in addressing these issues. The program manager will provide services
only to CEP parcels for the purpose of conferring special benefit upon the assessed CEP parcels.
Like the remaining programs a portion of this program will be paid for by non- assessment
funds.

The business attraction and retention program will provide recruitment activities that are
exclusively aimed at attracting business prospects looking to locate and/or grow in downtown
buildings on parcels that fall only within the CEP. Comprehensive market information on
downtown relative to the CEP will be researched, packaged and maintained. Specialized
research will identify specific target business groups and niches that are most likely to locate
within the buildings on parcels in the CEP. Program staff will work collaboratively with regional
economic development agencies, the City of San Diego and the Civic San Diego Corporation
(CSD) or its successor organization to coordinate and leverage business attraction efforts that
encourage the occupancy of CEP buildings. Business retention efforts will be focused on
developing relationships with CEP businesses through systematic, one-on-one outreach to
assess their satisfaction with the urban environment and better understand the unique needs
and concerns of the types of businesses located within buildings of 50,000 SF or greater in the
CEP, as well as those of their employees. Efforts will be made to address challenges with the
goal of renewing leases and retaining tenants for such CEP properties. This program will be
targeted specifically to tenants of CEP parcels, for the special benefit of CEP parcels. The
purpose of this program is to increase occupancy rates, lease rates, and commerce on CEP
parcels thus benefiting the assessed parcels.
Experience has indicated that a broader strategy is required to attract and retain tenants needed
for buildings that are 50,000 SF or larger and fall within the CEP. The business attraction
program will develop tools specifically aimed at creating a new revived image for office
buildings that are at least 50,000 SF and fall within the CEP, including print and on-line,
interactive tools featuring only CEP parcels to bolster recruitment and retention to CEP parcels.
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Tools will convey essential data that provides a complete picture of the downtown
environment and economy and will document the case for why businesses would want to
locate within these specific CEP buildings. The overall strategy will be to leverage the
excitement, innovation and “buzz” arising from downtown's emergence as a regional
attraction for sports, dining, entertainment and urban living. Tools will remain relatively
dynamic to ensure that data is recent, and to provide the opportunity for individualized
research for business prospects looking to locate within these specific CEP buildings. Potential
tools include comprehensive market reports, an interactive website and searchable map of CEP
properties, regular electronic communications highlighting the latest development and
research news, and special events to keep lenders, brokers and businesses up to date with news
related to properties with at least 50,000 building SF located within the CEP.

Operations and administrative efforts related to service provision will be undertaken by the
Owners’ Association. Operations and administration will include a comprehensive electronic
work order system to streamline services to parcels, training, office space, office supplies,
insurance, legal and auditing, uniforms, website, training, administrative staffing, and other
general operations and administrative items.
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The total FY20 assessment will be $9,545,355.30. The program is anticipating receive an additional
revenue sources which includes, reimbursements from Parks and Rec and Street Median Maintenance,
which total to be $61,074.00. There is a decrease reflected to anticipate delinquencies of $160,250.47 in
addition to our contingency. Therefore, our FY20 Total Revenue is will $9,466,358.83. Assessment
funding will be supplemented by non-assessment funds of $294,403.76. The annual service plan budget
for FY20 is anticipated to be valued at $9,760,762.59.

Contingency
City Fee
3%
1%

Commercial Enhancement
Program
4%

Operations/Admin
9%

Maintenance
50%
Disorder & Nuisance
27%

Installation/Beautification
6%
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COLUMBIA
$0.05170
Footage Rate
x
Footage
1000
=
Footage Assessment
$51.70
Front footage Rate
$10.63
x
Front footage
100
=
Front footage
Assessment
$1,062.81
Total Assessment*
$1,114.51

CORE
$0.05680
x
1000
=
$56.80
$11.99
x
100
=
$1,198.79
$1,255.59

EAST
CORTEZ
VILLAGE
$0.10020
$0.08540
x
x
1000
1000
=
=
$85.40
$100.20
$8.85
$11.20
x
x
100
100
=
=
$884.52
$969.92

$1,120.04
$1,220.24

GASLAMP
$0.28650
x
1000
=
$286.50
$37.30
x
100
=

MARINA
$0.09370
x
1000
=
$93.70
$13.26
x
100
=

$3,730.02
$4,016.52

$1,326.36
$1,420.06
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Koppel & Gruber Public Finance prepared the Downtown Property and Business Parcel
Assessment Table.

Koppel & Gruber Public Finance
334 Via Vera Cruz # 256, San Marcos, CA 92078
1-(760) 510 - 0290
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